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 MINUTES  
ST PHILIP’S SCHOOL LOCAL GOVERNING BODY (LGB) MEETING  

TUESDAY 6 NOVEMBER AT 6.00 PM  

LGB Members present:  Peter Way [Chair], (PW) 
Ben Walsh [Principal] (BW) 
Debbie Battle (DB) 
Helen Campbell (HC) 
Louise McDonald (LM) 
Wayne Southwood (WS) 
Amy Thompson (AT) 

In attendance:  Sharyn Purewall [OHCAT Finance Team] 
Susanne Wicks [Clerk] 

 

1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE  

No apologies were received.  

2. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 

The Chair welcomed all present.   

3. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

No declarations were made.  

Governors confirmed they had completed and returned their annual update form and 
the clerk undertook to check with colleagues at OHCAT and with the School 
Business Manager.  

Action: Clerk to check that completed forms had been collected.  

4. SKILLS AUDIT ANALYSIS  

Governors confirmed they had completed and returned their annual update form and 
the clerk undertook to check with colleagues at OHCAT and with the School 
Business Manager.  

Action: Clerk to check that completed forms had been collected.  

5. CONSTITUTION AND APPOINTMENTS  

Governors recommended to the OHCAT Board that Peter Way be appointed Chair, 
and Wayne Southwood be appointed Vice-Chair of the LGB for the academic year 
2018-19.   

Governors recommended that the OHCAT Board appoint Charlotte Evans as a 
member of the LGB.  

6. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING  

The minutes of the meeting held on 12 June 2018 were agreed and signed by the 
Chair.  
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7. MATTERS ARISING NOT COVERED ELSEWHERE ON THE AGENDA 

(i) The clerk circulated log-in details for the governors’ portal.  It was agreed 
that for future meetings, the clerk would upload the agenda and papers to 
the portal and then email all governors to their personal email address, to 
let them know the papers were ready.   

Action: Clerk to upload papers for future LGB meetings to the portal 
and notify governors by email.  

HC advised she had logged into her school email account and was 
receiving “all staff” emails.  BW advised that that should no longer be the 
case and HC undertook to check and confirm either way.  

Action: HC to check if she is still receiving “all staff” emails and to 
advise BW.  

(ii) Governors noted that a governor had been found to fill one of the two 
vacancies who, given her skills and experience, will take on the HR and 
OD portfolio (discussed under item 5). 

Governors reviewed the allocation of portfolios and agreed that AT would 
retain Teaching & Learning, but HC would take over Health & Safety, 
Child Protection and Safeguarding.  

Governors noted that one vacancy remains on the LGB and undertook to 
review the portfolio allocation again once the vacancy has been filled.  

Action: LGB to review the portfolio allocations when the vacancy 
has been filled.  

8a. PRINCIPAL’S REPORT  

BW introduced his report and invited comments and questions.  

(i) Pupils 

BW reported that numbers on roll are 167, compared to 143 at this time last year. 
There have been more than 50 new starters this academic year, due to the Year 7 
and primary school intake, as well as transfers from other schools, but it doesn’t feel 
as though a third of the students are new to the school.  

PW asked if transport is meeting the demand of the increased numbers.  BW 
confirmed that the new configuration of the car-park has led to traffic circulating more 
safely, but the Local Authority have not arranged transport for all new pupils which is 
causing anxiety and impacts negatively on attendance.  BW has scheduled a 
meeting with the appropriate officer at RB Kingston to discuss the matter.  

BW reported that the school is currently over-subscribed by eight pupils as the PAN 
is 159. He explained that funding of £10K is given by the DfE for each of the 159 
places and for those pupils placed over that number, the local authority must pay 
£10K as well as the top-up fee.   

(ii) SEF 

BW presented the SEF in detail, noting that it will be the first document Ofsted will 
ask to see as it will give them a detailed picture of the last academic year. He 
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explained that the document is based around the four areas judged by Ofsted. BW 
welcomed comments and questions.  

WS asked if the SEF has been subject to independent review and BW replied that he 
had asked a colleague from Ofsted to audit it next term, and he may also carry out 
some lesson observations.  He also advised that his main source of scrutiny and 
challenge is from John Prior, OHCAT’s Deputy CEO.  

WS suggested it may be useful for governors to exercise some challenge of the 
SEF, and BW welcomed comments and feedback from the LGB on the Leadership 
and Management section, which is the category under which they would be judged 
by Ofsted.  

Action: BW to send the Leadership and Management section of the SEF to the 
LGB for comment and feedback.  

BW pointed out that there is no gap in progress between Pupil Premium (PP) pupils 
and their non-PP counterparts.  He explained that there is no requirement to report 
on the ethnicity of pupils, and that there are so few pupils in any one group that it is 
challenging to identify any trends.  The key challenge for the school is identifying 
each child’s learning need and the barriers to their learning, which may or may not 
be influenced by their background or ethnicity.  

BW highlighted that in the last two years, no student has left the school without a 
destination, and they have all gone onto work, further education or voluntary work.  
HC asked if it is known what jobs the young people have secured.  BW explained 
that he is not required to find out and described the challenge in collecting such 
information about leavers within the resources available.  

Governors discussed if it would be useful to include in the SEF numbers of students 
progressing to university, which led to a discussion about the definition of success 
for the young people in school. It was noted that each child is treated as an individual 
and should make progress against their own starting point, so achievement of 
‘”success” varies according to each of them. BW noted that the SEF will include case 
studies about individual students in future to illustrate their progress.  

(iii) CPD  

BW presented the CPD calendar for 2018-19.  He highlighted the small group work 
that has been carried out every two weeks and particularly the curriculum planning 
work that has been led by BW in order to prepare staff for the new Ofsted inspection 
framework, to be introduced on 1 September 2019.  

BW reported that there was good attendance at last week’s Parents’ Evening, with 
much feedback on homework, with differing views on the levels set. The policy is 
being updated in order to meet the needs of all pupils.  

8b.  DASHBOARD 

Governors noted that the dashboard, in the format set by OHCAT, does not give 
them a full picture of the school and the use of graphs is not always helpful. They 
also noted that without comparison with previous years or with other schools, it is 
hard to consider the data in context.   
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Action: PW to raise the issue of the format of the Dashboard provided to LGB 
meetings at the next Chairs’ meeting.  

Action: BW to ensure that future Principal’s reports cover all of the items 
shown on the dashboard.  

Action: Governors to advise BW prior to an LGB meeting if they would like to 
receive more detailed information at the meeting on items shown on the 
dashboard. 

Governors received the Principal’s report and the dashboard.  

9. GOVERNOR VISITS, DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING  

(i) Ethos, Vision & Strategy  

PW reported that he had visited the school to attend the Pay Committee meeting 
(reported in item 11) and to carry out the Principal’s appraisal, alongside John Prior, 
OHCAT’s Deputy CEO.  

(ii) Teaching & Learning 

Governors received a verbal report from AT. Matters discussed are detailed below.  

AT advised the new system in place for tracking pupil progress takes into account 
the barriers that might impact on progress.  BW pointed out that in special schools, 
the challenge is to identify what equates to good progress for a young person, and 
the new system judges what progress each student is likely to make.  WS suggested 
that governors should exercise some challenge of the new system. 

Action: Wendy Clements, Assistant Headteacher to deliver a presentation to 
the LGB meeting in June on the new pupil tracking system, to include 
anonymised data for scrutiny by governors.  

Sixteen pupils comprise Years 5 and 6, many of whom were previously non-
attenders and have had negative experiences of school.  PW asked if the school will 
be able to identify the positive impact of pupils joining the school earlier than Year 7.  
DB responded that staff would hope to see challenging behaviours reduced by the 
time they go into Year 7.  

In response to a question from HC, BW explained how places are allocated to pupils.  
He explained those in the primary school will not automatically progress to Year 7, 
and every application is considered on an individual basis.  

(iii) Health and Safety, Child Protection and Safeguarding  

Governors received the Safeguarding report presented by DB.  

DB described the interventions put in place to support young people who have 
experienced Adverse Child Experiences (ACEs) and highlighted that even if a child 
is not presenting issues, support is put in place as early as possible.  Governors 
commended this approach.  

Governors also received a verbal report from AT who reported that at her meeting 
with DB, she received an update on safeguarding training for staff which is well 
embedded.  AT also told governors about a project which is underway in partnership 
with the Anna Freud Centre to develop an app to support young people to manage 
their own independence.  
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(iv) Business Development and Marketing 

Governors received a verbal report from HC updating them on three projects: the 
opening of the SEN garden; the adoption of Chessington South Station; and the 
potential planning application for the Chessington School / Ellington Primary School 
sites.  

Governors discussed in some depth the pros and cons of the planning application, 
noting that any decisions will be made by the Trustees of OHCAT who are the 
leaseholders.  

There were no updates on other visits, training or development.  

10. FINANCE AND FUNDING  

SP presented the end of year accounts for 2017-18, noting that they are unaudited 
but unlikely to change.  She highlighted that the school ended the year with income 
£78K ahead of budget, and with £57K paid into general reserves, meeting the 90 day 
reserves target.  

WS asked for an explanation of the £348,767 listed under “Debtors”.   

Action: SP to provide a full explanation of the £348,767 to LGB after this 
meeting.   

PW asked if the 90 day reserves target is set by OHCAT and how many schools are 
meeting the target.  SP explained that the target is based on Auditor’s advice and 
Trustees would like to see all schools reach that target.  

Action: PW to ask how many schools are achieving the 90 day reserves target 
at the next Chairs’ Committee meeting.  

HC asked why the accrued income has increased.  SP explained that it is due to 
timing; in RB Kingston they split the 14-16 funding from the lower years’ funding, so 
the income is accrued from April to September.  

SP explained that invoicing for each term is done towards the end of the preceding 
term so funding will be paid during the first two months of the term.  Furthermore, 
Learning Place Agreements have been agreed with local authorities for each pupil, 
so the funding is agreed for the duration of their placement.  

Capital Spend 

BW outlined the need to replace the Willow Building which is nearing the end of its 
useful life and advised that it would be helpful to replace it whilst the primary building 
is not full and can be used for decanting.  He advised that he is working with the 
OHCAT Director of Business Services to submit a Condition Improvement Fund 
(CIF) bid by December 2018 to cover the cost of the build which is estimated at 
around £350K.  

Governors received the draft final accounts.  

11. PAY COMMITTEE RECOMMENDATIONS 

Governors received a verbal report from PW on the Pay Committee meeting that 
took place on 25 September 2018.  
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12. POLICIES AND PROCEDURES  

BW advised that he has updated some internal procedures which sit outside of 
standard suite of Trust policies.  

Action: BW to circulate updated procedures to governors by email for 
approval at the meeting to take place on 26 February 2019.   

13. KEEPING CHILDREN SAFE IN EDUCATION SEPTEMBER 2018  

Noted.  

14. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 

No matters were discussed.  

15. DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS  

The following dates were agreed:  

Tuesday 26 February 2019 at 6 pm.  

Tuesday 11 June 2019 at 6 pm.  

16. CONFIDENTIALITY  

No items were deemed confidential.  

 

The meeting closed at 8.05 pm.  

 

Signed: _________________________________ Date: ______________________ 

Peter Way, Chair of LGB  
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SUMMARY OF ACTIONS 

Minutes 3 
& 4  

Clerk to check if updated declaration of interest and skills audit forms have 
been collected from all governors. 

Clerk 

Minute 7 (i) Clerk to upload papers for future LGB meetings to the portal and notify 
governors by email. 

Clerk 

Minute 7 (i) HC to check if she is still receiving “all staff” emails and to advise BW.  HC 

Minute 7 (ii) LGB to review the portfolio allocations when the vacancy has been filled. LGB 

Minute 8a 
(ii) 

BW to send the Leadership and Management section of the SEF to the LGB 
for comment and feedback.  

BW 

Minute 8b At the next Chairs’ meeting, PW to raise the issue of the format of the 
Dashboard provided to LGB meetings. 

PW 

BW to ensure that future Principal’s reports cover all of the items shown on 
the dashboard.  

BW 

Governors to advise BW prior to a meeting if they would like to receive 
more detailed information at the meeting. 

LGB 

Minute 9 (ii) Wendy Clements to deliver a presentation to the LGB meeting in June on 
the new pupil tracking system, to include anonymised data for scrutiny by 
governors. 

WC 

Minute 10 SP to provide an explanation of the £348,767 listed under “Debtors” to all 
governors.  

SP 

Minute 10 PW to ask how many schools are achieving the 90 day reserves target at 
the next Chairs’ Committee meeting. 

PW 

Minute 12 BW to circulate updated school procedures to governors by email for 
approval at the meeting to take place on 26 February 2019.   

BW 

 


